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Epithelial cell proliferation in childhood
enteropathies

Abstract
Background/Aim-The aim of this study
was to investigate epithelial cell turnover
in childhood enteropathy to establish
whether common disease related mechanisms operate. Levels of epithelial cell
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pericryptal myofibroblasts, as well as components of the extracellular matrix, such as
laminin. Soluble trans-acting factors, for
example, epidermal growth factor present
either within the intestinal lumen or within the
systemic circulation, or both, also exert a regproliferation were measured in children ulatory influence on epithelial cell proliferawith food intolerance (cows' milk protein tion in vivo.9-11 Disruption of these growth
intolerance and coeliac disease), and regulatory systems may lead to uncontrolled
after infection with Giardia lamblia, proliferation and abnormal cellular differentiCryptosporidium, and enteropathogenic ation, manifested in its most extreme form
Escherichia coli.
as the development of malignancy.2 The reguMethods-Comparative measures of epi- lation of intestinal proliferation and of other
thelial cell proliferation were performed processes, such as apoptosis, therefore
by recording mitotic activity and MIB-1 depends on carefully orchestrated mechimmunoreactivity in proximal small anisms of intercellular communication. 12 This
intestinal biopsy specimens.
permits a fine control between cell birth and
Results/Conclusions-A hyperplastic crypt loss in the gut, and provides a system of checks
response was evident in all of the disease and balances that constitutes a barrier to
states examined and was particularly disease.
In many gastrointestinal diseases the
pronounced in coeliac disease and in
infection with enteropathogenic E coli, mucosa is damaged and exhibits varying
where mitotic and MIB-1 labelling indices degrees of villous atrophy and crypt hyperwere significantly raised above control plasia - that is, the villous and crypt cell popuvalues. In contrast with coeliac disease, lations change in response to the disease and
increased crypt cell production rates in may achieve a new 'steady state.' In early childenteropathogenic E coli infection were hood a thin mucosa has been described in
also due to an expansion of the crypt pro- cows' milk sensitive enteropathy, ' where it
liferation compartment, without a com- was suggested that the crypt cell population
parable increase in crypt cell numbers. does not compensate fully for the loss of villous
Crypt hyperplasia is therefore a common epithelium. In addition, crypt hypoplasia has
tissue response to mucosal damage in food been reported in familial enteropathy'4 and in
allergy and infection, although disease microvillus atrophy,'5 contrasting with the
crypt hyperplastic response in coeliac
specific mechanisms are evident.
disease.' 6-1 This indicates that there are dif(Gut 1996; 39: 185-193)
ferences in the response of crypt epithelial cells
Keywords: intestine, epithelium, enteropathy, food
to damage. The aim of this study was therefore
allergy, proliferation.
to investigate epithelial cell turnover in a wide
range of enteropathy associated gastrointestinal diseases in childhood to establish if diseaseThe epithelium of the small intestine is in a related differences exist.
constant state of renewal, with one of the highest levels of cell production in the body. 1-3 It is
well recognised in this tissue that epithelial cell Methods
division is confined to the proliferative zones of
the crypts of Lieberkiihn.4 These flask shaped Clinical groups
cellular structures possess a highly organised Intestinal epithelial cell proliferation was carehierarchy of proliferating epithelial cells, fully examined in proximal small intestinal
which originate from monoclonal pluripotent biopsy specimens from children with food
progenitor stem cells situated within the lower intolerances (cows' milk sensitive enteropathy
crypt cell positions.4-6 Migration of epithelial and coeliac disease) and infection (giardiasis,
cells from the crypt onto the surface epithelium cryptosporidiosis, and enteropathogenic E coli
of the villus occurs in an orderly fashion enteritis).
Patients were categorised into six clinical
entailing active proliferation of immature cells,
decycling, lineage commitment, and cytodif- groups:
(1) Controls (CONT) - 11 children (six
ferentiation, respectively.6 7
Regulation of epithelial cell proliferation female/five male; median (SEM) age 22.8
entails complex interactions8 between the (3.7), range 4-43 months) with a histologically
epithelium and neighbouring heterotypic cells normal mucosa in whom no gastrointestinal
within the lamina propria, for example, cause could be found for their symptoms.
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Figure 1: A-D

active CD (six female/five male; median age
25.9 (7.7), range 11-82 months), five of whom
were undergoing gluten challenges that confirmed the diagnosis. The rest were undergoing
initial investigation and were provisionally
diagnosed as coeliac disease on the basis of
their severely abnormal biopsy and a clinical
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(2) Cows' milk sensitive enteropathy (CMSE)
children (six female/eight male; median
age 10. 1 (1.60), range 3-22 months), who had
an abnormal proximal small intestinal mucosa
while receiving cows' milk feeds and who
responded clinically to a cows' milk free diet.20
(3) Coeliac disease (CD) - 11 children with

- 14
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gluten free diet. All patients
satisfied criteria for the diagnosis of coeliac
disease laid down by the European Society of
Paediatric Gastroenterology and Nutrition.2' 22
(4) Giardiasis (GIARD) Eight children
(two female/six male, median age 20.6 (4.0),
range 11-46 months).
(5) Cryptosporidiosis (CRYPTO)
Eight
children (four female/four male, median age
11.4 (2.3), range 3-22 months).23
(6) Enteropathogenic E coli (EPEC) Five
children (three female/two male, median age
8.8 (1.5), range 5-14 months).24
In the last three groups Giardia lamblia,
Cryptosporidium, and enteropathogenic E coli,
respectively, were identified either in the duodenal juice or in the small intestinal mucosa
using light and electron microscopy.
response to a

-

-

-

Biopsy procedure
Children were fasted overnight and proximal
small intestinal mucosal biopsy specimens
were taken under fluoroscopic control from
the fourth part of the duodenum or the
duodenojejunal flexure using a double port
paediatric capsule. All biopsies were performed as part of each child's routine investigations with fully informed consent. Biopsy
material was removed from the capsule, orientated on black card, immersed in ice cold
NaCl (0 9% w/v), and fixed in 10% phosphate
buffered formal saline (pH 7.2) for no more
than 12 hours. Tissue was then processed
for paraffin wax histology using conventional
methods and serial sections (5 ,um thick)
were cut and stained with haematoxylin and
eosin.

TABLE I Summary of kinetic data cakulatedfrom analysis of mitoticfigures in tissue sections
Patients
Total crypt
Crypt
per group Crypt column circumference cell population Mitoses/crypt Im corrected
column (n) (%)
(n)
length (cells) (cells)
(cells)

CONT

11

CMSE

14

CD

11

32-8
29-1-36-8
42.3***
33-6-49-5
73.1***

22-5

GIARD
CRYPTO

5
8
8

53.5*
45-1-62-1
46.9**
44-2-62-6
49.9**
39-8-64-1

CCPR

(cells/crypt/h)

EMR
(cell poslh)

0-25
0-19-0-32

0 93

0.97

70

0-88-1-34
il. JNS

[496]
65

5-6
4-3-7-2
8.0**
5-3-13-4

25-3

1069*

0-71-1-19
1.21**

850-1252

35.0

2559*

0-78-1-97

0-93-1 75
1 37**

[609]
60

1-83-3-34
2.03**

1-19-1-85

[1262]

27-6

2128-2839
1477*
1245-1714

60-8-81-1

EPEC

738
654-828

GEt,eor(%)

[cells]

28-0

28-0

2-21***

1-37-2-80

1312**
1238-1753
1398**

1.16*
0-93-1-93

1114-1795

0-65-1-91

119NS

1-60**

1-21-1-83

0.98NS

0-70-1-17
0 95NS
0-57-1-55

68
[842]
71

[949]
65

[863]

21-0***
17-3-31-5
15.2**
10-2-21-0
8.7**
7-0-14-6
9.1**
5-0-14-3

0.32**
0-21-0-53

0-60***

0.50-0.90
0 55**

0-37-0-76
0.31**

0-25-0-52
0.33NS
0.18-0-51

Median (and range) values are statistically compared with control (CONT) data (NS=not significant, *=-0 05, **= 0-01,
***= 000 1). Theoretical growth fractions (GF,,,,,) calculated from the I. frequency distributions curves'7 (Fig 2) are expressed
as a percentage of the total crypt cell population (%), and as the theoretical number of proliferating cells/crypt ([).
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Figure 1: MIB-1 immunostaining of paediatric small intestinal biopsy specimens (A)-(F) show MIB-1 immunostaining
(brown DAB reaction product) of intestinal crypts in control, CMSE, CRYPTO, GIARD, EPEC, and CD patients,
respectively. The arrow in (A) shows a strongly stained mitotic figure. Scale bars represent 100 gttm for (F) and 50 ,um for
(A)-(E).
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TABLE II Summary of kinetic data calculated from MIB-1 immunostaining of tissue sections
Patients
per group
(n)

CONT

7

CMSE

6

CD

6

EPEC

3

GIARD

Crypt column
length (cells)
34-7
32-7-47.9
47.7*
36-1-63-8
74.9**
56-8-83-3
59.0*
41-1-65-3
52.8**
48-0-54-4
55.4*
44-5-65-4

5

CRYPTO 4

Crypt
circumference
(cells)

Total crypt
MIB-1 +
cell population cells/crypt
(cell)
column (n)

IMIB-I
1 GF GF,h, )
MIB-+
cells/crypt (n) [cells]

23-5

815
768-1126
1312**
993-1755
2697**
2045-2999
1746*
1217-1933
1515**
1378-1561
1638*
1317-1936

322
232-424
488*
313-770
1441**
1033-1778

27-5
36-0
29-6

28-7
29-6

13-7
9-9-18-0
17.8NS
11-4-28-0
40.0**
287-49-4
30.7*
20-1-46-8
17.4*
14-9-27-4
25.6*
16-7-32-1

910*
594-1384
500**

428-785
756**
494-951

34-7
[283]
43.3NS
[568]
51.0**
[1375]
52.1*
[912]
32.ONS
[485]
41.5NS
[680]

[cells]

(%)

81

[660]

73

[958]

74

[1996]

84

[1467]
73
[1106]
71

[1163]

Median (and range) values are statistically compared with control (CONT) data (NS=not significant, * =0 05, * <0-01,
***= 0-001). Experimental growth fractions (GF,,,,) derived from median crypt I,B values, are expressed as a percentage of the
total crypt cell population (%), and as the theoretical number of proliferating cells/crypt (a). Theoretical growth fractions
(GFt,,,) calculated from the IMIB- frequency distributions curves'7 (Fig 2), are also expressed as a percentage of the total crypt cell
population (%), and as the theoretical number of proliferating cells/crypt ([]).
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Proliferation was measured in histologically
sectioned tissue by quantifying mitotic activity
and comparing this to MIB-1 immunohistochemistry. The MIB-1 monoclonal antibody
recognises a nuclear non-histone protein (Ki67 antigen), which is associated with all phases
of the cell cycle,25 26 although the most intense
staining reaction is seen in mitotic cells.27
Mitotic counts and MIB-1 labelling indices
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Mitotic indices
The mitotic index was calculated using a modification of the technique described by Wright
et al.17 This method records mitotic figures in
haematoxylin and eosin stained longitudinal
sections of proximal small intestinal crypts.
The number and position of interphase
and mitotic nuclei were recorded from 30 well
oriented crypts where Paneth cells, a crypt
lumen, and a crypt-villous junction were
clearly evident.
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wax sections (5 Kim thick) were
dewaxed in xylene and rehydrated through
graded levels of alcohol. Endogenous peroxidase was blocked in 0.3% hydrogen peroxide
for 15 minutes. Sections were then immersed
in 10 mM sodium citrate buffer (pH 6.0) and
microwaved for a total of 25 minutes (98.6°C)
at 600W. After cooling, slides were incubated
at room temperature with 1% ovalbumin for
10 minutes and then overnight at 4°C with the
MIB-1 monoclonal antibody (1:50 dilution; a
generous gift from the Binding Site,
Birmingham, UK). Slides were washed (three
times) in TRIS buffered saline (TBS, pH 7.4)
and incubated with sheep antimouse biotinylated second antibody (1:50 dilution;
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Figure 2: Longitudinal crypt distribution of mitotic and
MIB-1 + epithelial cells in control and disease patients. A
direct comparison of the frequency distribution of (A)
mitotic (I,,) and (B) MIB-1 (IMIB-J) labelling indices at
each crypt cell position is shown jor control (0) and disease
(*) groups, respectively. In each case, crypts have been
normalised to account for length variations affecting the
distribution ofproliferating epithelial cells.
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The total crypt cell population (TCCP) for
each clinical group was calculated by multiplying the average crypt length by the circumference (column count). Tissue was not readily
available for measuring column counts (as this
entails tangential sectioning of blocks), and
these values were obtained from previously
published data on childhood gastrointestinal
diseases.'7 19 In all cases we assumed there to
be a linear correlation between crypt length
and circumference, thereby providing values
for TCCP that are proportional to the crypt
length. In a separate study we showed that
these calculated values for TCCP are in a
close agreement with data obtained from total
crypt cell counts measured using confocal
microscopy.29

Analysis ofproliferation
Mitotic and MIB-1 labelled cells were recorded
into a specialised crypt analysis program,28
which was developed and kindly made available
to us by Professor C S Potten and Dr S A
Roberts (Epithelial Cell Biology Group,
Paterson Institute for Cancer Research,
Christie Hospital, Manchester, UK). Using this
program on a digital micro-vax system, crypts
were normalised to account for crypt length
variations affecting the distribution of mitotic
and MIB-1 + epithelial cells. In addition, the
program was used to (a) plot mitotic and MIB1 labelling frequency distribution curves along
the longitudinal crypt axis, and (b) to calculate
crypt MIB-l labelling indices (IMIB-1), mitotic
indices (Im), and growth fractions for the
respective clinical groups.

Statistics
Statistical analyses were performed using
MINITAB (Minitab Inc, State College, PA16801-2756, USA) and STATGRAPHICS
(Statistical Graphics Corporation, Rockville,
Maryland 20852, USA) statistical software.
Deviations from the null-hypothesis were tested
using the non-parametric Mann-Whitney U test
for ranks and analysis of variance (ANOVA);
*,**:p<005, 0.001, respectively; NS, no
significant difference.
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Results

Histologicalfeatures
Inspection of haematoxylin and eosin stained
sections from each group confirmed previously described histological findings for the
respective enteric diseases.30 The most
abnormal samples, as compared with histologically normal controls, were seen in CD
where there was clear evidence of hyperplastic crypts and severe villous atrophy. The
lamina propria possessed a heavy cellular
infiltrate, which included neutrophils. The
severity of these lesions was less pronounced
in the other disease groups, although occasionally pronounced villous atrophy with
epithelial shedding was evident in EPEC,
GIARD, and CRYPTO. The least abnormal
mucosa was consistently seen in CMSE
where there was evidence of mild villous atrophy, crypt hyperplasia, and a less pronounced
leucocytic infiltrate. In all of the clinical
groups examined, there was a consistent
MIB-1 immunostaining pattern and labelling
intensity within the crypts, demonstrating the
proliferating epithelial cell population (Fig
lA-F). The MIB-1 monoclonal antibody
recognised epitopes preferentially situated
within the nucleoli and nuclear membrane,
confining the DAB reaction product to the
nucleus.
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Figure 3: Comparison of the frequency distribution of mitotic and MIB-1 + crypt cells in
individual clinical groups. The left and right hand vertical axes (abscissa) represent Im (0)
and 'MIBJ (e) labelling indices, respectively. In each case, crypts have been normalised to
account or length variations affecting the distribution of proliferating epithelial cells.

Distribution of mitotic and MIB-1 + epithelial
cells
Mitotic and MIB-1 + epithelial cells were compartmentalised within the intestinal crypts in
all biopsy material examined. Median crypt
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Amersham International, Little Chalfont,
Buckinghamshire, UK) for one hour, at room
temperature. After washing in TBS (three
times), slides were incubated with streptavidinbiotinylated horseradish peroxidase complex
(diluted 1:100; Amersham) for one hour, at
room temperature. Slides were then washed
with TBS (three times) and incubated with
diaminobenzidine (DAB; Sigma, Poole,
Dorset, UK) in the dark for 10 minutes, at
room temperature. Sections were finally counterstained with 1% haematoxylin and mounted
in Ralmount (Merk Ltd, Poole, Dorset, UK).
The number and position of labelled and
unlabelled cells were recorded from 30 well
oriented crypts as described for counting cells
in mitosis.
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antigen). In all cases, values have been
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were plotted onto a standardised crypt axis

(Fig 4). This procedure has been described
previously28 and entails designating cell position one and the crypt-villous junction as 0 and

100% of the crypt length, respectively. When
comparing controls with disease groups, it is
evident that the higher median crypt IMIB-1 in
the different enteropathies is caused by a local
increase in the number of cycling cells specifically within the proliferation compartment that is, within the lower two thirds of the crypt.
The notable exception being the EPEC group
where a raised IMIB-1 was recorded throughout
the crypt. Similar, although less pronounced,
features were also found when comparing
standardised control and disease Im distribution curves (data not shown).
Crypt growth fraction

The crypt growth fraction (GF) was defined as
the percentage of epithelial cells that were
actively proliferating. This was obtained from
(a) experimental values recording the percentage of MIB-1 + cells per crypt column (GFexp),
and

0

100

Base

C/V junction

% Distance along crypt
Figure 4: MIB-1 labelling index distribution curves for control (0) and dise ase (*) groups
plotted onto a standardised longitudinal crypt axis. The crypt base and cryptt-villous
junction have been designated as 0% and 100% of the distance along the cr
respectively. Vertical error bars show 95% confidence intervals.

dimensions for each of the six cliinical groups
investigated are summarised in Ta ,bles I and II,
which also list values for the numbter of mitoses
and MIB-1 + epithelial cells recordled per crypt
column. Figures 2 and 3 show the comparison
of the frequency distribution curveLs for mitotic
activity (Im; derived from direct ex.amination of
haematoxylin and eosin staine d sections),
and MIB-1 + labelling (IMIB-1; dlerived from
immunohistochemical staining fo)r the Ki-67

(b)

by

calculating

theoretical

(GFtheor)

values from the Im and IMIB-1 distribution
curves, as has been described previously.2 17 32
In the last case, this was achieved by extrapolating the 'half mid-way point' or In/IMIB-1
max50% values to the x axis, which displays the
longitudinal crypt cell position. This position
was then used to define theoretical crypt proliferation and maturation compartments, respectively. Experimental and calculated growth
fractions were finally expressed as a percentage
of the total crypt cell population (Tables I and
II; Fig 5). It is clear from these results that

experimentally derived values for the growth

fraction were consistently smaller (an average
of 56% less; Fig 5B) than calculated values,
which define the theoretical crypt proliferation
compartment.

Epithelial cell migration (EMR) and crypt cell
production (CCPR) rates
A geometrical correction factor of 0.27 was
applied to all mitotic index data, which was
subsequently used to calculate EMR and
CCPR using conventional methods.2 We have
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adjusted to median crypt group lengths to
avoid individual variation in crypt size
influencing the distribution pattern.31
Figure 2 shows the control group distribution pattern compared with each disease group
in turn. Figure 3 directly compares results for
each clinical group, obtained by the two different methods. A common distribution for proliferating cells is clearly shown in the different
groups, with most cell division occurring
within the lower two thirds of the crypt, and a
subsequent linear decline towards the cryptvillous junction (Fig 2). Figures 2 and 3 also
show that MIB-1 staining, rather than the
direct observation of mitotic figures, gives
greater separation between the profiles of
disease groups and controls. To analyse this
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A
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AIr
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50OO
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V-T
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Discussion
This study has investigated intestinal epithelial
cell proliferation in proximal small intestinal
biopsy specimens from children with a wide
range of enteropathies. The aetiology of
CD
the enteric diseases included intolerance to
cows milk protein and gluten, and infection giardiasis, cryptosporidiosis, and enteropathogenic E coli enteritis. It is clear that crypt
hyperplasia occurred in all of the disease
(cells)
Crypt population
groups. This was most apparent in CD where
crypts were 2*2-fold longer and possessed
3.5-fold more cells than in controls. The least
hyperplastic crypts were recorded in CMSE
which were 1.3-fold longer and harboured
1*4-fold more cells than in controls. Although
an increased number of mitoses and MIB- 1
labelled epithelial cells were recorded in all of
the disease groups, the Im and IMIB-1 distribuTCCP tion curves essentially followed a similar
pattern, with the highest levels of proliferation
occurring in the lower to middle portion of the
crypt. However, the significant crypt elongation in disease compared with histologically
normal biopsy specimens resulted in mitoses
CD
and MIB- 1 + cells being detected in higher cell
TCCP

1500 ,,

,r
CMSE

_

CONT

B

3000
2500
2000
1500
1000
500
0

_, = -r=
EPEC
CRYPTO
GIARD

EPEC
CRYPTO
GIARD
Figure 5: Experimental and theoretical crypt growth fractions. (A) calculated mitotic
growth fractions (GFtheor) shown as a percentage of the total crypt cell population
(TCCP). (B) experimental (GF X) and calculated (GFts ,) MIB-1 growth fractions
shown as a percentage of the total crypt cell population (TCCP). Clinical groups have been
ranked to show statistical differences between disease groups that is, the number of
proliferating epithelial cells in CRYPTO, GIARD, and EPEC (although not significantly
different from each other) are smaller and larger than for CD and CMSE, respectively.

CONT

CMSE

-

demonstrated previously using confocal microscopical analysis of crypt cell proliferation,29
that this constant provides a more accurate
indicator of CCPR in normal and disease
biopsy specimens than using conventional
geometrical corrections factors based on the
Tannock's principle.33 Group values for EMR
and CCPR are shown in Table I and Fig 6. All
disease groups displayed a significant crypt
hyperplasia, with an increased crypt cell population and CCPR when compared with
controls. However, the extent of this hyperplasia varied significantly between the different disease groups. Analysis of variance
demonstrated that the increase in crypt size,
both in terms of crypt column length and total
crypt cell population, was greater in CD
(p=0002-00003) than in EPEC, GIARD,
and CRYPTO (which were not different from
each other), and all were greater than CMSE
(p=0-002-0-00003; Fig 5). On the other hand,
when calculating CCPR it was found that
EPEC had a higher crypt cell production rate
(p=0-01-0-003) than GIARD, CRYPTO, and
CMSE (which were not different from each
other), although this was still smaller than

positions.
On the whole, there was a good correlation
between the frequency distribution of mitotic
and MIB-1+ cells within individual groups.
This was especially apparent in controls and
CMSE, although slight differences were
evident in the other disease groups and were
particularly noticeable in CD and EPEC.
Firstly, the IMIB-1 distribution curves showed a
more uniform distribution throughout the
crypt. This is also demonstrated when regarding the theoretical growth fractions that were
calculated from IMIB-1 and Im max50% values.
The proliferation compartment was consistently 10% smaller in the second group, indicating that this theoretical cut off position was
situated lower down within the crypt. The
inherent problems of obtaining accurate Im
crypt distribution data from two dimensional
histological sections were considered recently
in a confocal microscopical analysis of mitotic
activity within intact micro-dissected crypts
from paediatric patients.29 By avoiding such
limitations using confocal microscopy, we
demonstrated 'corrected' Im distribution
patterns to be very similar to the MIB-1 frequency distribution curves presented in this
work.
Secondly, in groups with a severely abnormal
mucosa, for example CD and EPEC, high
MIB-1 labelling indices were recorded in
regions where little or no mitotic activity could
be detected - that is, at the crypt base and
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3000
2500 ,
2000

values calculated for CD (p=003-00003; Fig
6). This relative increase in CCPR in EPEC
was due to a significantly raised crypt Im when
compared with GIARD, CRYPTO, and
CMSE (p=0.02-00004; which did not differ
from controls). A similar observation was seen
for the EMR- that is, the epithelial cell migration rate that is calculated from the number of
mitoses per crypt column (Table I and Fig 6).
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Figure 6: Box and whisker plots showing (A) corrected crypt mitotic index (I.), (B)
epithelial migration rates (EMR), and (C) crypt cell production rates (CCPR) for
individual clinical groups, which have been ranked to show statistical differences between
disease groups.

towards the crypt-villous junction. In a separate
study using human fetal intestine xenografted
into severe-combined immunodeficient mice,
we have shown similar discrepancies between
MIB-1 and tritiated thymidine incorporation in
damaged and regenerating human gastrointestinal epithelium.34 Therefore, although a
close correlation between MIB-1 and mitotic
activity may be demonstrated in histologically
normal intestine, caution still needs to be
exercised when using this antibody to investigate severely abnormal tissue. This point has
been made previously in a study that demonstrated that the Ki-67 monoclonal antibody
consistently overestimated the growth fraction
in xenografted human tumours.35
The hyperplastic crypt response differed in
the various disease groups. In CMSE,
CRYPTO, and GIARD the increased EMR
and CCPR could be accounted for by a crypt
expansion alone, as there was not a significant
increase in either Im or I'IB-1, In contrast, in
GD and EPEC higher mitotic and MIB-1
labelling indices were recorded, indicating a
possible shortening of the cell cycle duration.
This was particularly apparent in EPEC, which
possessed high labelling indices throughout an
expanded crypt proliferation compartment,
without an equivalent increase in the total
crypt cell population, as is seen in CD. These
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